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Abstract
 
Tetrachloroethene (PCE) and trichloroethene (TCE) form dense non-aqueous phase 
liquids (DNAPLs), which are persistent groundwater contaminants. DNAPL dissolution 
can be "bioenhanced" via dissolved contaminant biodegradation at the DNAPL-water 
interface. This research hypothesized that: (1) competitive interactions between different 
dehalorespiring strains can significantly impact the bioenhancement effect, and extent of 
PCE dechlorination; and (2) hydrodynamics will affect the outcome of competition and 
the potential for bioenhancement and detoxification. A two-dimensional coupled flow-
transport model was developed, with a DNAPL pool source and multiple microbial 
species. In the scenario presented, Dehalococcoides mccartyi 195 competes with 
Desulfuromonas michiganensis for the electron acceptors PCE and TCE. Simulations 
under biostimulation and low velocity (vx) conditions suggest that the bioenhancement 
with Dsm. michiganensis alone was modestly increased by Dhc. mccartyi 195. However, 
the presence of Dhc. mccartyi 195 enhanced the extent of PCE transformation. 
Hydrodynamic conditions impacted the results by changing the dominant population 
under low and high vx conditions.
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Modeling studies (Becker and Seagren 2009; Christ et al. 2005; Seagren et al. 1993; 
Seagren et al. 1994) have theoretically demonstrated the potential for biodegradation-
enhanced NAPL dissolution or "bioenhanced dissolution" to decrease the longevity of 
NAPL source zones. This potential has been verified in laboratory studies (Carr et al. 
2000; Cope and Hughes 2001; Seagren et al. 2002; Yang and McCarty 2000; Yang and 
McCarty 2002), and evidence of bioenhanced dissolution has also been obtained in field 
studies (Aulenta et al. 2007; Essaid et al. 2003; Sorenson 2003). While the results of 
these studies are promising, the extent to which bioenhanced dissolution can be applied to 
remediate DNAPL contaminant source zones in the field is still poorly understood 
(AFCEE 2004). Little is known about the factors actually controlling biological reaction 
kinetics in situ because the laboratory studies conducted to date have primarily been 
proof-of-concept experiments that utilized one-dimensional (1-D) columns and focused 
on demonstrating the occurrence of bioenhanced dissolution without attempting to 
optimize this phenomenon (Carr et al. 2000; Cope and Hughes 2001; Seagren et al. 2002; 
Yang and McCarty 2000; Yang and McCarty 2002). The modeling studies that have been 
conducted to date provide more detailed analyses; however, the insight into the factors 
controlling bioenhanced dissolution provided by these studies is limited by their 
utilization of 1-D mathematical models and/or failure to incorporate key phenomena that 
may impact bioenhanced dissolution in real groundwater systems. 
In particular, different dehalorespiring bacteria may be present within the microbial 
community inhabiting a DNAPL source zone and complex competitive or 
complementary ecological interactions may occur between these and other populations 
(Becker, 2006). These ecological interactions have generally been ignored in the models 
developed to examine bioenhancement phenomena. However, Becker and Seagren 
(2009) used a 1-D, cells-in-series model to show that these ecological interactions play a 
critical role in determining which dehalorespiring population becomes most abundant at 
the DNAPL-water interface. Their work also showed that hydrodynamic factors, 
especially the relative rates of advection and chlorinated ethene biodegradation, also 
affect the outcome of these ecological interactions. Importantly, because of significant 
differences in the dehalorespiration kinetics exhibited by different dehalorespiring strains, 
the extent to which bioenhanced dissolution was observed depended largely on the 
dehalorespiring population that was dominant at the DNAPL-water interface.  
Although this earlier modeling study highlights the importance of developing 
mathematical models that incorporate the ecological interactions within the microbial 
community at the DNAPL source zone and the interplay between biological and 
hydrodynamic processes, several important hydrodynamic phenomena and aspects of the 
flow environment cannot be described using a 1-D model. For example, the rate of 
advection along the interface between the aqueous phase and the NAPL strongly 
influences the dissolution rate along the NAPL boundary that would be present without 
bioenhancement (Seagren and Moore 2003). The advection rate may also determine the 
most appropriate method for modeling the rate of contaminant dissolution from the 
NAPL to the aqueous phase, i.e., a local equilibrium or mass-transfer-limited model. In 
addition to the advection rate in the initial flow field, the accumulation of microbial 
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biomass within pore spaces can influence hydrodynamic conditions and therefore the rate 
of contaminant dissolution. The effects of this “bioclogging” on hydrodynamics and 
dissolution rates cannot be evaluated using 1-D models; however, a 2-D modeling study 
of bioenhanced dissolution of DNAPLs showed that bioclogging can be significant when 
biostimulation is implemented (Chu et al. 2003).  
The current study was undertaken to build on the advances made in these earlier studies 
and overcome several shortcomings in our understanding of bioenhanced dissolution of 
DNAPLs. Specifically, the overall goal of this research was to develop and validate a 
refined 2-D model that incorporates the ecological interactions among dehalorespiring 
populations, as well as the non-linear equations used to describe dehalorespiration 
kinetics, and can be used to assess the key hydrodynamic, kinetic, and ecological 
phenomena that affect contaminant dissolution from the NAPL to the aqueous phase. 
Without this information, the true potential for remediating DNAPL contaminant source 
zones using bioenhanced dissolution cannot be accurately assessed.     
The work reported here is part of a larger National Science Foundation-funded study that 
includes experimental evaluation of bioenhanced dissolution by defined co-cultures of 
dehalorespiring bacteria in a microfluidic groundwater model (micromodel) and 
intermediate-scale flow cell (ISFC) or sand tank reactor. The overall hypotheses 
governing this study are:  
(1)  Different chlorinated ethane-respiring strains may inhabit and dominate 
different regions within DNAPL source zones and dissolved contaminant 
plumes due to the ecological interactions among dehalorespiring populations 
for chlorinated ethenes and/or electron donors;  
(2)  The outcome of ecological interactions can significantly impact the degree of 
bioenhancement of the dissolution rate and, thus, DNAPL source zone 
longevity, as well as the extent of chlorinated ethane dechlorination; and  
(3)  Hydrodynamics will affect the outcome of the ecological interactions and the 
potential for bioenhancement and detoxification. 
These hypotheses were investigated using an integrated numerical modeling and 
experimental approach.  Specifically, the objectives of this study were to:  
(1)  develop a conceptual model of a 2-D domain with DNAPL dissolution and 
transport, and competition between multiple microbial species in co-culture 
being tracked individually, while growing and performing reductive 
dechlorination;  
(2) develop a working mathematical model in Matlab to represent the conceptual 
model developed;  
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(3) use the mathematical model to help design a micromodel experimental 
system;  
(4) experimentally determine mass transfer and mass transport model parameters; 
and  
(5) use the mathematical model and parameter estimates to systematically 
simulate DNAPL bioenhancement, aqueous contaminant dechlorination, and 
microbial distribution in the micromodel reactor for a key scenario with 
different combinations of flow rate, substrate supply, and microbial 
community composition. 
Ultimately, the Matlab model will also be used to design the micromodel and ISFC 
experiments that will be used to test the model predictions.   
The remainder of this thesis comprises the following chapters: Chapter 2, Model 
Development, explains the development of both the conceptual and mathematical models 
to achieve Objectives (1) and (2). It also documents the validation of predictions made 
using the numerical model developed in Matlab through comparison to the solutions of 
appropriate analytical models. Chapter 3, Model Implementation, serves as a “user 
manual” for future users of the Matlab model described in Chapter 2. Chapter 4 presents 
the experimental and modeling methods used to achieve Objectives (3) and (4) and 
analysis of the results obtained during the systematic simulation of DNAPL 
bioenhancement, aqueous contaminant dechlorination, and microbial distribution in the 
micromodel reactor for one example scenario, as per Objective (5). Chapter 4 also 
provides a brief summary of the conclusions that can be drawn from those results.   
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2   Model Development 
2.1 Goal of the Model 
As reviewed in the previous chapter, numerous one-dimensional column studies have 
been performed to estimate the bioenhancement of dense non-aqueous phase liquid 
(DNAPL) dissolution under engineered biostimulation conditions.  However, there have 
been relatively few multi-dimensional experimental, e.g., (Seagren et al. 2002), and 
numerical modeling, e.g., (Chu et al. 2003), investigations of bioenhanced NAPL 
dissolution.  Furthermore, the impact of microbial competition on bioenhanced 
dissolution has only been evaluated in a simple one-dimensional domain (Becker and 
Seagren 2009; Christ et al. 2005; Seagren et al. 1993; Seagren et al. 1994).  The overall 
goal of this work is to develop a model that fills this knowledge gap, by incorporating 
two-dimensional flow and contaminant transport in a porous medium that includes a 
DNAPL source, and an adaptable biological reaction component that simulates microbial 
competition.   
The model is used to simulate dissolution from a DNAPL pool of tetrachloroethene 
(PCE).  The model couples dissolution of the DNAPL source with the simultaneous 
transport and fate of dissolved PCE and two exogenous electron donors, acetate and 
dissolved hydrogen.  The fate of the PCE is controlled by reductive dechlorination; 
therefore, the model includes the transport and fate of the daughter products of PCE 
reductive dechlorination as well (TCE, DCE, VC, and ethene).  The model also 
incorporates that activity and growth of up to four microbial species, which use some 
combination of the chemicals listed above as electron donors and acceptors.   
One further key consideration in the model development was that the model needed to be 
able to describe the processes of interest in the experimental systems used in the 
laboratory component of this work and the larger project of which it was a part.  
Accordingly, the model was initially designed to describe the processes of interest in a 
micromodel flow cell.  However, the numerical model also needed to have the versatility 
to be scaled up to an intermediate-scale flow cell system (on the order of meters in scale).  
Given the initial focus on the micromodel scale, a pore-scale modeling approach such as 
the Lattice-Boltzmann Finite Volume Method (LBFVM) could have been implemented, 
e.g., (Willingham et al. 2010; Willingham et al. 2008).  However, it has been 
demonstrated in other studies (Knutson et al. 2007) that the pore-scale model results can 
be appropriately predicted with a continuum model if the dispersivity values are fitted 
properly. With these considerations in mind, a continuum-based model domain was 
chosen to allow scale-up to a larger system.     
Finally, the numerical model also needed to be designed with a built-in mass balance 
calculation for the chemical species of concern.  This was important for checking the 
accuracy of the numerical solution, and for comparison with the laboratory data collected  
in other components of this project.  Specifically, in the laboratory systems, the only way 
to estimate the dissolution rate and bioenhancement effect will be by using a mass 
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balance on the chlorinated ethenes exiting the system.  Thus, to facilitate a mass balance, 
based on the known boundary conditions, the model calculates the rate of dissolution of 
PCE at each time step, as well as the rate of efflux of each of the dissolved chemical 
species.   
2.2 Solute Transport Governing Equation 
The transport of a soluble contaminant in a two-dimensional porous medium is described 
by the advective-dispersive-reactive (ADR) transport equation shown below.   
  (2.1) 
Where: S = substrate concentration [M/L3], t = time [T], x = distance from the inlet [L], y 
= distance from the NAPL interface [L], Dij = hydrodynamic dispersion in the x- or y-
direction [L2/T], vij = the average pore-water velocity in the x- or y-direction [L/T], and 
is a reaction term. For this model, the reaction term applies to the biokinetics 
of either production or degradation of the solute.  The x-direction is the direction parallel 
to the DNAPL-water interface, which is also the primary flow direction with x = 0 
located at the beginning of the DNAPL pool.  The y-direction is transverse to that, with 
the DNAPL-water interface located at y = 0.   
 The hydrodynamic dispersion term consists of both molecular diffusion and 
hydrodynamic dispersivity, and is calculated as follows: 
  (2.2) 
where: ?l,t?= the longitudinal and transverse dispersivity, respectively, [L]; ? = the 
tortuosity factor [dimensionless]; and di = molecular diffusion coefficient, assumed to be 
equal in the x- or y-direction, respectively [L2/T]. 
2.3 Boundary Conditions 
Solution of the transport equations for the chemical species of interest in a two-
dimensional system requires specification of four boundary conditions.  For the model 
presented in this thesis, the boundary conditions were selected to describe the 
micromodel experimental system, although they could be used to describe several other 
systems.  The four distinct boundaries of the rectangular domain corresponding to the  
x x y y
Rxn
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Figure 2.1. The four distinct boundaries of the rectangular domain corresponding to the micromodel reactor system.
micromodel reactor system are illustrated in Figure 2.1.  Henceforth, these boundaries are 
referred to as the inlet (left), the outlet (right), the DNAPL side (bottom), and the wall 
side (top).   
To represent the inlet side, which will be under the influence of a constantly applied flow, 
a constant flux boundary condition was selected.  This simulates the effect of a pump, 
injecting media at a constant rate with constituents (e.g., electron donor(s)) at a known 
concentration.  Accordingly, the Darcy flux (qx0) and the concentration are held constant 
at each point.      
At the outlet side of the model, a free outlet is simulated.  Such a boundary allows mass 
to freely exit the domain via advection and dispersion (Versteeg and Malalasekera 2007). 
The specific details of implementation of this boundary condition are described in a later 
section.   
The wall side of the model is simulated as a zero-flux boundary.    Accordingly, there is 
no chemical transport through that side of the model.  Implementation of this boundary 
condition is described in a later section of this chapter.   
The DNAPL boundary of the model is simulated as two possible dissolution conditions 
for PCE and a zero-flux boundary for the other chemical (TCE, DCE, etc.).  The first 
condition is that of local equilibrium (LE), and the second is mass transfer limited 
(MTL), or nonequilibrium condition (Seagren et al. 1999).  Under the LE assumption, the 
PCE is assumed to dissolve into the domain at a rate sufficiently fast relative to 
competing PCE solute sinks (i.e., advection, dispersion, and biodegradation) that the 
aqueous concentration of PCE at the interface of the aqueous-phase and NAPL is equal to 
the solubility of PCE.  Under this assumption, transverse dispersion and diffusion control 
the movement of PCE into the system.   
?????????????
????????? ??????
?????????????
???? ????????
?????
??
?
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If the rates of removal of PCE solute in the system via advective-dispersive and reactive 
sinks are sufficiently greater in magnitude than the PCE interphase mass transfer rate, 
MTL conditions will occur.  Under the MTL condition, it is possible for the aqueous 
concentration of PCE at the water-NAPL interface to fall below solubility.  If this is the 
case, then the interphase mass transfer rate of PCE from the DNAPL into the aqueous 
phase will control the flux of PCE into the system and, thus, the mass flux away from the 
pool via transverse dispersion.  The specific details of the numerical implementation of 
the LE and MTL boundary conditions for PCE are given in Section 2.6.   
 
2.4 Biodegradation Kinetics 
In order to produce biomass and energy, microorganisms need three substrates: an 
electron donor, an electron acceptor (either external or internal), and a carbon source 
(Nester 2009).  The Monod equations, shown below, have been commonly used to relate 
the utilization rate of the limiting substrate to the biomass and substrate concentration:  
  (2.3) 
  (2.4) 
where: S represents the concentration of the substrate [M/L3], X represents the 
concentration of the biomass [MX/L3],  represents the maximum substrate utilization 
rate [M/T], K is the concentration of the substrate in which the rate of utilization will be 
one-half of its maximum [M/L3], Y is the true yield [MX/MS], and b is the decay rate 
coefficient [T-1].   
Under circumstances where more than one substrate may limit the rate of utilization, and 
the subsequent growth, the Monod equation as seen above will not suffice.  One 
modification is to make a system of equations using dual-Monod kinetics.  The general 
system is shown below: 
  (2.5) 
  (2.6) 
ˆdS Sq X
dt S K
? ?? ? ? ??? ?
ˆdX SYq b X
dt S K
? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??? ?? ?
qˆ
ˆ
S A
dS S Aq X
dt S K A K
? ?? ?? ? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?
ˆ
S A
dA S Afq X
dt S K A K
? ?? ?? ? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?
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  (2.7) 
The new terms introduced are A and f.  In this formulation, S represents the concentration 
of the electron donor [M/L3], and A represents the concentration of the electron acceptor 
[M/L3] .  The new variable f is a fraction which relates the number of moles of S that will 
be needed to react with one mole of A (MA/MS).  As a consequence, it is also necessary to 
choose by which substrate  will be defined.   
The model developed for this project uses a combination of single- and dual-Monod 
kinetics.  Single-Monod kinetics are used for the methanogenic population.  For the 
dehalorespiring populations, a set of dual-Monod equations defines the interaction of the 
biomass with each of the electron donor and acceptor pairs that it can utilize, while also 
tracking products.  A further explanation of the details of these equations is given in the 
next chapter.  
2.5 Operator Splitting 
As seen above, the equation describing the reactive transport of each chemical is made up 
of two components: a linear partial differential equation (PDE) describing advective and 
dispersive transport and a non-linear ordinary differential equation describing reactions.  
It is also in the reaction term where the equation for each contaminant will depend on the 
concentration of the other contaminants.  Taking all of this into account, a coupled 
system of over seven non-linear PDEs needs to be solved.  Solution of non-linear 
equations can require a great deal of computational effort, and in a two-dimensional 
system, this effort would lead to computational times that are far greater than desired.   
One method that has been devised to address this issue is called Operator Splitting (OS). 
As the name suggests, OS splits the solution of the equations into two parts, with the 
advective-dispersive (AD) PDEs solved separately from the reaction ODEs.  It has been 
demonstrated that operator splitting will converge on an accurate solution, with an 
inherent mass-balance error that can be minimized by reducing the time step (Carrayrou 
et al. 2004; Valocchi and Malmstead 1992).   
There are several methods of arranging the split of the two equations, but all non-iterative 
methods follow the same basic procedure.  First, either the AD equation or the reaction 
system of equations is solved for a time step.  The concentrations at each location 
produced by this solution are then used as the input for the other equation and solved over 
the same time step.  The method of splitting called Strang OS was selected for this model, 
as it has been shown to be second-order accurate on global mass balance with a constant 
first-order reaction.  In Strang OS, the AD equation is solved for the first half of the time 
step.  The concentrations of the solutes at each location are used as the initial values of 
the system of ODEs for biological reaction, which is solved over the full time step.  The  
ˆ
S A
dX S AYq b X
dt S K A K
? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?
qˆ
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Figure 2.2.  Sequence of calculations with the Strang OS solution technique. 
concentrations from the biological reaction are then substituted as the initial values of AD 
transport to be solved for the second half of the time step.  This process is illustrated in 
Figure 2.2. 
Using OS, the simulations will take less computational effort, because the linear PDE for 
the AD part of the equation can be solved using linear algebra and the coupling and non-
linearity of the biological reactions can be solved separately.     
2.6 Finite Volume Method (Non-Reactive AD) 
The AD part of the governing equation is solved by a method known as the Finite 
Volume Method (FVM).  FVM was selected for this model because it is relatively simple 
to implement and locally conservative, unlike Finite Differences (FD) or Finite Elements 
(FE) (Versteeg and Malalasekera 2007).  
Application of the FVM to the governing equation for this system is demonstrated as 
follows.  The starting point is the isolated AD PDE, 
  (2.8) 
and the control volume (CV).  Each CV is rectangular in this formulation, with the layout 
illustrated in Figure 2.3. 
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 (2.12) 
Next, by multiplying through by ?t and dividing by ?xi and ?yi the following expression 
is derived.   
 (2.13) 
At each internal interface, the concentration gradient is calculated using a centered finite 
difference and the concentration is estimated by a centered differencing scheme as 
follows, using a linear interpolation to account for the variable grid size:  
  (2.14) 
  (2.15) 
  (2.16) 
  (2.17) 
By substituting the terms in Eq. (2.14) – (2.17) into Eq. (2.13) and rearranging the 
equation, the following coefficients can be derived for the internal CVs in the coefficient 
matrix. 
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  (2.18) 
  (2.19) 
  (2.20) 
  (2.21) 
  (2.22) 
The right-hand side (RHS) vector is calculated in a similar fashion as described above.  
Therefore, substituting the RHS into Eq. (2.13) and placing the terms on their respective 
side of the equation results in the following approximation: 
  (2.23) 
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The substitutions listed in Eqs. (2.14) to (2.17) are applied to Eq. (2.23)  to calculate the 
RHS vector for each time step.   
The model boundary conditions are each applied by modifying Eq. 2.8 appropriately.  For 
the fixed-flux boundary condition, the flux term  in both the 
future and current time steps is replaced by , where S0 is the influent concentration 
of the solute.  At the no flux boundary conditions, such as at yL and at y = 0 for every 
solute except PCE, the flux terms representing the no-flux boundaries are set equal to 
zero.  The free outlet is simulated by adding a column of control volumes outside of the 
domain, and setting the hydrodynamic dispersion for the outlet of the extra volumes equal 
to zero.  Therefore, there is still the possibility of dispersion flux through the location 
where the efflux is calculated.  The Matlab code for this process is included in Appendix 
A.   
 
2.7 Flow Field Calculations 
As illustrated in Equation 2.8, the equation for chemical transport requires the pore-water 
velocity and the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient, which is a function of the pore-
water velocity, as inputs.  Based on Darcy’s Law, the average pore water velocity is 
proportional to the hydraulic gradient, with the proportionality factor, K, termed as the 
hydraulic conductivity [L/T]:   
 
 
(2.24) 
The variable n represents the porosity of the media through which water passes.  This is 
the ratio of the volume of voids to the total volume of the sample (unitless). 
Preliminary simulation results by the author in a similar modeling system revealed the 
possibility for growth of large quantities of biomass in the pore network, which could 
effect a change in the local hydraulic conductivity and porosity.  A previous modeling 
study by Chu et al. (2003) demonstrated that such biomass-induced changes in hydraulic 
conductivity can have a significant effect on the level of bioenhancement measured. The 
authors simulated the change in hydraulic conductivity using two different assumptions: 
(1) the biomass grew as a uniform biofilm, and (2) the biomass formed aggregate plugs in 
the pore throats in which it was present.  The same approach was taken in this research.   
Biomass accumulation also affects the porosity.  Therefore, the model needs a method for 
adjusting the biomass growth rates to both allow for change with time but to also not 
overload the pore spaces. As discussed in Section 2.4, the substrate utilization rate for 
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each species of biomass is calculated using Monod or dual-Monod kinetics.  After this 
has been calculated, the following equations describe the growth rates of each of two 
microbial populations in competition, using Dhc. mccartyi 195 and Dsm. michiganensis 
BB1 as an example,  
  (2.25) 
  (2.26) 
The fractions of pore space filled by biomass of each population are calculated as follows 
(Chu et al. 2003):  
  (2.27) 
  (2.28) 
Where Xf is the biofilm density (MX/LX3) of each species, assumed to be constant at 8000 
mg VSS/L for each species in this study.  When the total pore volume occupied by both 
populations is the total pore volume, the following equation is true. 
  (2.29) 
  (2.30) 
Thus, Equation (2.30) is used as the condition to trigger the response to stop the total 
biomass from increasing further.  Although the total amount of biomass cannot change, 
the fraction of the pore space occupied by each population can change as a result of 
competition.  Therefore, the following restriction is placed on the biomass growth: 
  (2.31) 
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Conceptually, this is implemented by calculating the amount of decay that would occur, 
then keeping the growth rates in the same ratio to each other to fill the space back in.  
Therefore, if the rate equations (2.25) and (2.26) are substituted into Eq. (2.31), the 
following equation can be developed. 
  (2.32) 
  (2.33) 
In eqns. 2.32 and 2.33 ? is a scaling factor for the growth rates to keep the net growth of 
total biomass equal to zero.  Eq. (2.34) can be solved for ?: 
  (2.34) 
The scaling factor can then be applied to the biomass growth rate.  The calculated 
substrate utilization rates are left unaffected, and the growth equations then become:  
  (2.35) 
  (2.36) 
To avoid numerical instability in the code, the growth equations are changed to this form 
when the pore volume is 99% full.   
To implement Darcy’s law in the model domain, the 2-D flow profile was assumed to 
reach equilibrium quickly compared to the transport phenomena.  Correspondingly, the 
following steady state equation was used to describe the hydraulic head at each location 
in the domain.   
  (2.37) 
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Where h is the hydraulic head at the specific location [L], and x and y are the location in 
the x- or y-direction [L]. 
Much like the transport equation (Eq. 2.8), this is a linear PDE that can be solved using 
FVM.  Assuming an isotropic system and using the same FVM technique, Eq. 2.11 can 
be integrated over the domain of a generic CV as follows: 
 
 
(2.38) 
  (2.39) 
Note from the above derivation that the Darcy flux is calculated on each edge of the 
control volume.  The gradients are calculated at each face of the CV using a central finite 
difference approach, as was described above for the transport equation.   
The porous medium is assumed to be isotropic; therefore .  However, the 
biomass does not grow uniformly, which means that K will not be uniform throughout 
the domain.  Accordingly, the value of K is calculated by employing a harmonic average, 
because this is the accepted method for estimating the average conductivity transverse to 
the layering in an aquifer.  For example, 
  (2.40) 
Therefore, 
  (2.41) 
and 
  (2.42) 
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The same principle is applied to calculate K for the other three sides of the control 
volume.   
Note that in Eq. (2.39) the Darcy flux is calculated at each of the four faces of the CV.  
This allows for relatively simple implementation of the boundary conditions.  At the no-
flow boundaries, which are the NAPL side and the opposite wall side, the Darcy flux is 
set equal to zero.  At the inlet side, the Darcy flux is set to a predetermined value based 
on the input values.  At the outlet, a constant head boundary condition is set in a column 
of CVs outside of the domain.  From the known distribution of the hydraulic head and the 
porosity, the pore water velocity is then calculated for each interface using the following 
relationship: 
  (2.43) 
Where qx is the Darcy flux and n is the porosity at that location.  The porosity at the 
interface is the mean of the effective porosity in the adjacent CVs.   
  
2.8 Solving Non-Linear ODEs 
With the Strang OS technique, the AD portion of the governing ADR equation is solved 
for the first half of the time, step with the resulting solute concentrations used as the 
initial values for the non-linear reaction term.  As described above, a strictly macroscopic 
Monod kinetics model of biomass growth and substrate utilization was selected.  This 
method of quantification of growth and substrate utilization provides a pair of non-linear 
ODEs to be solved simultaneously for a single substrate (Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4), and a triplet 
of ODEs to be solved (Eq. 2.4-2.6) in the case of the reactions controlled by dual-
substrate limitation kinetics, e.g. the dechlorination reactions.  The situation is further 
complicated, however, by the interactions of multiple microbial species in competition 
and the sequential nature of the reductive dechlorinator reactions.  For example, the rate 
of change of the TCE concentration is dependent on the PCE utilization of more than one 
microbial species, producing TCE, and the rate of TCE utilization by those same species.  
Thus, the complexity of the system ranges from two coupled, non-linear ODEs up to 
eleven.   
There are several methods of solving non-linear ODEs numerically, each with advantages 
and disadvantages (Chapra and Canale 2010).  For this work, the Cash-Karp formulation 
of the Runge-Kutta method (CK-RK) was selected.  This is a single step method with an 
adaptive step size.  CK-RK is a fourth-order RK method with a fifth-order corrector.  For 
each calculation , the method requires only six evaluations, rather than a step-halving 
method of a similar order that would require ten or more, thereby saving on 
computational effort.   The adaptive step size is necessary to handle the significant 
x
x
qv
n
?
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changes in time that are possible for the solute concentrations, especially when electron 
donor concentrations get near the threshold concentration, below which the reaction will 
stop.  To create a modular model code, which can be more easily amended by later users, 
the biological calculations are controlled in two parts.  The first part is an overall 
controlling function to enact the CK-RK with a variable time step.  The second part is an 
inner function that calculates the derivative side of the ODEs in vectorized format.  This 
method was selected to mimic the method used in the Matlab ODE solvers, but using a 
different formulation and leaving out several computationally expensive features.  The 
internal function can be easily written to describe any system of ODEs for the scenario of 
intent, provided the equations are kept in the correct order.  In this way, future work 
applying more elaborate biofilm modeling or other kinetic assumptions can be performed 
using the same overall model framework.   
Additional information regarding the implementation of CK-RK is available in the 
literature on the subject (Chapra and Canale 2010).  
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3 Model implementation 
3.1 Platform and Recommended User Experience 
The model development was performed in a Matlab environment.  Although Matlab does 
not compile and run as quickly as lower-level languages, it has several built-in functions 
that make the development of an engineering model easier.  The program is especially 
well suited toward solving linear systems of equations such as the advection-dispersion 
transport equations.  Matlab also has a number of built-in ODE solvers with variable 
step-size and options appropriate for many situations; however, as will be evaluated 
further, these solvers are computationally “expensive” in the current system.    
Although the main computational effort of the model is performed in Matlab, the user 
inputs are provided in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.  This was done for two reasons. 
One, it allows easier visualization of the inputs as they are entered, and will make the 
model easier for users who are less Matlab-savvy.  Two, the Matlab and Excel programs 
have also been designed to interface well and easily.  
To facilitate use of this model, it is recommended that the user have an entry-level 
understanding of Matlab and Excel.  Basic use should not require changing the code of 
the Matlab functions; however, more advanced tests or adaptation to additional scenarios 
would require making several changes, specifically writing new lines of code, or writing 
a new function for the biological reactions.   
3.2 Program Design/Flow Chart 
The flow of the overall program is summarized in the flow chart shown in Figure 3.1. 
When the master script for the simulation is run, it first loads all of the necessary 
workspace variables from a .mat file named “Initialization.mat” and sets up the run.  The 
main loop begins after that, and it contains several parts.  First, the coefficient matrices 
are formed, factored, and stored in memory.  This action is only done when the flow 
network needs to be solved due to changes in hydraulic conductivity.  Next, the program 
solves the advection-dispersion (AD) equations for the first half of the time step using 
Matlab’s cgs solver.  The concentrations of solutes are then substituted into the biological 
reactions, which are solved at each location independently for the length of the entire 
time step.  Next, the AD equations are solved for the second half of the time step.  
Finally, the dechlorination rates are calculated at each location for each microbial species 
based on the concentrations at the end of the time step.  These are recorded to vectors in 
memory.   
All of the code for the simulation is included in Appendix A. 
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Figure 3.1. Flow Chart for the Overall Program
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3.3 User Interaction: Inputs 
The code was intentionally made flexible so that the domain may be scaled up, and to 
allow simulation of a range of relevant situations.  As a result, there are several variables 
that the user must input to specify the simulation conditions.  To make the data input 
more user-friendly, three Excel spreadsheets are used.  In this way, the inputs are spread 
out, with the more commonly varied parameters grouped together, while keeping the 
others in a separate location to avoid accidentally changing them.  Examples of each of 
the spreadsheets are included in Appendix B. 
In the first spreadsheet, the most commonly changed parameters are edited.  These 
include the dimensions of the domain (xL, yL, thickness), the porosity (n), the volumetric 
flow rate (Q), the longitudinal and transverse dispersivities (?L, ?T), tortuosity (?), 
hydraulic conductivity (K), hydrodynamic potential at the outlet (hL), and the DNAPL 
dissolution mass-transfer coefficient.  This spreadsheet is also where decisions are 
entered for the biological clogging modeling method, NAPL dissolution method, 
biological species present, and the time-related decisions (i.e. duration, time step, and 
report interval).  Finally, the molecular diffusion coefficients in water are listed for each 
chemical that is tracked in the model.  The second spreadsheet contains a discretization 
file, in which the user can select what the distribution of ?x and ?y values will be for the 
grid domain.  The user is responsible to make sure that the total values of ?x and ?y add 
up to the correct lengths.  The third spreadsheet of inputs contains the biological 
modeling parameters for the microbial species that the model can handle.  
3.4 User Interaction: Outputs 
The model saves the workspace variables to the hard drive of the computer at the time 
interval specified by the user in the input sheets.  This allows the user to get a snapshot of 
the concentrations at all locations in the domain at the end of the specified time step.  
Also, given that mass balance is one of the primary methods of analysis for the 
experimental setup, the efflux rate of each chemical being tracked is calculated each time 
the AD equations are solved and saved in a matrix.  The dissolution flux rate of PCE is 
calculated each time the AD equations are solved and saved in a matrix.  In order to use 
the data collected, the user simply loads the saved workspace .mat file and then can freely 
manipulate it.  This method of recording data is less automatic than if the model were to 
calculate each output parameter itself, but it is faster and more versatile.  Also, the user 
can write a script to perform the same type of analysis several times in a row.   
3.5 User Instructions 
In order to run a simulation and generate data, there are three steps.  First, the conditions 
must be defined in the Excel spreadsheets mentioned in Section 3.3.  Second, the 
initialization file must be generated from the information entered, done by a pre-
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determined function.  Third, the simulation itself is run.  The following is a more detailed 
description of these three stages.   
The spreadsheets are opened using the function editinputs which was written by the 
author.  Once all three spreadsheets are open, the user has the option to define each of the 
inputs.   
ScenarioInputs.xlsx contains the most commonly changed inputs.  It is listed first in 
Appendix B.   
DiscretizationInputs.xlsx is used to define the discretization of the grid for the FVM 
calculations.  In the column labeled deltaX each entry is the width of a column in the 
grid.  The total of this column is also used as the length of the domain, and is read 
automatically.  The first 10 columns are not in contact with the DNAPL source, and the 
rest are.  Similarly, the column labeled deltaY is the width of each row of control 
volumes in the domain, with the first entry being closest to the DNAPL source.  This 
spreadsheet is listed second in Appendix B.   
BioInputs.xlsx is used to define the kinetic parameters for the species that can be 
simulated, using the units specified.  When all three spreadsheets have been edited they 
must be saved and closed for the initialization step.   
After the inputs have been defined, the simulation must be initialized.  This reads the data 
from the spreadsheets and saves it to a Matlab data file (.mat) that contains all the 
necessary information to run the simulation.  This is defined using the function 
initializesimulation.  The file, named Initialization.mat, is saved in the folder 
Model_Inputs.   
The simulation is run using simulation_master, which loads Initialization.mat into 
memory and begins doing the calculations.  A list of how to make common, specific 
modifications to the code is provided in Appendix C as a quick reference guide.   
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modeled using the non-steady-state form of the 2-D advection-dispersion-reaction (ADR) 
equation, shown here for the electron acceptor substrate:  
 
 
?Ai
?t ?
?
?x Dx
?Ai
?x ? vx Ai
??
????
??
????
?
?y Dy
?Ai
?y ? vy Ai
??
????
??
????? qmax,iXi
Si
KS,i ? Si
??
????
??
????
Ai
KA ,i ? Ai
?
??
??
???? (4.1) 
 
where Ai is the solute i of interest, Dx and Dy are the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient 
in the x- and y-directions, vx and vy are the pore-water velocity in the x- and y-directions, 
qmax,i is the maximum specific substrate utilization rate, and KS,i and KA,i are the half-rate 
concentrations of the electron donor, Si, and the electron acceptor, Ai, respectively.  
Following the approach of Becker (2006) and Becker and Seagren (2009), the reaction 
terms for reductive dehalogenation are assumed to follow the dual-Monod kinetic model 
given a specific microbial species and electron donor solute of interest.  Possible toxicity 
and inhibition effects have been neglected for this study.  The above equation is coupled 
with an electron donor equation of the same form and one for biomass growth (See 
Chapter 2).  
 
Eq. 4.1 can be transformed to a nondimensional form by defining t* = (t/(Lxvx), x*=x/Lx, 
z*=z/Lx, A*=Ai/Aeq,i, a longitudinal Peclet number, Pel, a transverse Peclet number, Pet, 
and Damköhler No. 2, Da2, where Lx = NAPL pool length in the x-direction [L], Aeq,i = 
aqueous solubility of compound i, and Pel, Pet, and Da2 are defined in Table 4.1: 
 
?A *
?t* ?  
1
Pel
?2A *
?x *2  +  
1
Pet
?2A *
?z *2  -  
?A *
?x *  -  Da2X *
S*
Ke- donor * +S*
??
????
??
????
A *
KA,i * +A *
?
??
??
???? (4.2)  
  
To reduce the computational effort, Strang operator splitting (OS) was applied to separate 
the biological reaction system of non-linear ordinary differential equations (ODEs) from 
the linear partial differential equation (PDE) describing advection and dispersion (AD).  
Strang OS has been shown to be second-order accurate on global mass balance under 
specific circumstances, unlike other methods which were first-order accurate (Valocchi 
and Malmstead 1992).  The 2-D AD PDE for each solute is solved for each time step 
using a 2-D finite volume method (FVM) with rectangular control volumes (CVs) and 
applying the Crank-Nicholson (CN) method for the time derivative (Versteeg and 
Malalasekera 2007).  FVM is locally conservative, making it an appropriate choice when 
modeling flow with fast reactions, and CN is second-order accurate in time.  Solution of 
the 2-D PDE for AD requires as inputs the average pore water velocity and 
hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient, which is a function of the average pore water 
velocity. To obtain these values, flow through the model domain was described using 
Darcy’s Law.  The two-dimensional flow profile was assumed to reach steady state 
quickly compared to the transport phenomena, and the following equation was used to 
describe the hydraulic head at each location in the domain: 
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  0 h hK K
x x y y
? ?? ? ? ?? ?? ? ? ?? ?? ? ? ?? ? ? ?
 (4.3) 
Table 4.1.  Definition and significance of the dimensionless numbers 
 Symbol Definition Significance with respect to 
rate-limiting process 
   Dimensionless 
number < 1 
Dimensionless
number > 1 
 
Dimensionless 
numbers 
comparing 
mass transfer 
rates 
Pe (Peclet 
No.) 
advection rate/ 
dispersion rate = 
vxLx/Di 
advection is 
slower than 
dispersion 
dispersion is 
slower than 
advection 
St (Stanton 
No.) 
mass-transfer 
rate/advection rate 
= Kl,iLx/vx a 
mass-transfer 
(dissolution) is 
slower than 
advection 
advection is 
slower than 
dissolution 
from NAPL  
Dimensionless 
numbers 
comparing 
biodegradation 
and mass 
transfer rates 
Da2 
(Damköhler 
No. 2) 
biodegradation 
rate/advection rate 
= 
(qmaxX0Lx)/(Aeq,ivx)
biodegradation 
is slower than 
advection (little 
potential for 
bioenhancement) 
slow advection 
of substrate 
limits 
biodegradation 
Da3 
(Damköhler 
No. 3) 
biodegradation 
rate/NAPL 
dissolution rate = 
(qmaxX0)/(Kl,iAeq,i) 
biodegradation 
is slower than 
dissolution (little 
potential for 
bioenhancement) 
slow 
dissolution of 
contaminant 
from NAPL 
limits 
biodegradation 
Da6 
(Damköhler 
No. 6) 
biodegradation 
rate/ dispersion 
rate = 
(qmaxX0Lx2)/(Di 
Aeq,i) 
biodegradation 
is slower than 
dispersion (little 
potential for 
bioenhancement) 
slow 
dispersion of 
substrate 
limits 
biodegradation 
 
where K is the hydraulic conductivity, and h is the hydraulic head. This linear PDE was 
also solved using the same FVM technique.  A harmonic average was applied to calculate 
the hydraulic conductivity used for the Darcy flux calculation at each face of the control 
volumes.  Following the approach of Chu et al. (2003), the pore was assumed to be 
occupied by either moving water, or attached biomass and associated immobile water, so: 
 
  w bn n n? ?  (4.4) 
where n is the porosity of the medium, nb is the porosity occupied by biomass, and nw is 
the porosity occupied by mobile water.  To account for potential biomass induced 
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changes, the hydraulic conductivity, K, was assumed to be a function of nb.  Two 
different relationships between hydraulic conductivity and nb were used, depending on 
whether the biomass was in the form of a smooth biofilm, or aggregate plugs in the 
interstitial pore space (Chu et al. 2003); however, all results presented here used the 
biofilm solution.   
 
The system of biological ODEs is solved using Cash-Karp Runge-Kutta 5(4) (Chapra and 
Canale 2010).  This is a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with an embedded fifth-order 
corrector.  
 
Several model validation steps were conducted.  For example, the OS technique was 
tested against a first-order decay analytical solution of Bear (1972), with the FVM results 
using OS comparing very well with that calculated using the analytical solution 
(maximum relative error within the domain, (S-Sanalytical)/S0 < 0.0001).  Further reductions 
in error were obtained for smaller values for ?x and ?t.  In the work reported here, the 
operator-splitting time step was 1/128th of an hour.  Additional model verification was 
performed by comparing the PCE concentration predicted by the numerical model at each 
location within the domain with that predicted by a steady-state two-dimensional 
analytical solution for pool dissolution, which neglects longitudinal dispersion (Seagren 
et al., 1994).   The initial comparison was conducted using a uniformly spaced grid of 
CVs for the numerical model, which either produced a poor match to the analytical 
solution if the grid was too large, or was too computationally expensive if the grid was 
too fine.  Subsequently, a varied grid was introduced, with the size of the CVs increasing 
moving vertically away from the DNAPL pool interface, which produced results that 
more closely matched the analytical solution.  The most significant discrepancies were at 
the upstream end of the plume, where dispersion in the upstream direction was allowed in 
the numerical model, but not represented in the analytical solution.  
 
Model Application:  The model was used to quantify the effect of competitive 
interactions on DNAPL dissolution bioenhancement and plume detoxification for the 
experimental conditions summarized in Table 4.2 and the biokinetic parameters 
summarized in Table 4.3.  Using these parameters, nine different scenarios were 
simulated transiently (Table 4.2) to evaluate the effects of biological activity on DNAPL 
dissolution under two sets of hydrodynamic conditions.  The simulations were run with a 
flowrate (Q) within the micromodel of either 16 μL/hr (initial vx = 0.0234 m/hr) or 160 
μL/hr (initial vx = 0.234 m/hr).  Simulations with initial velocities of 0.0234 m/hr and 
0.234 m/hr are hereafter termed the "low" vx case, and the "high" vx case, respectively.  
To assess the effects of microbial competition on the bioenhancement of DNAPL 
dissolution, the scenarios with biological activity differed with respect to the populations 
of dehalorespirers that were present.  In all cases, each population was assumed to 
initially be present at 0.15 mg VSS/L, and the maximum biomass density allowed was set 
at 8000 mgVSS/L.  H2 and acetate are common intermediates of anaerobic metabolism 
and were provided as electron donors in varying amounts.  Specifically, the competition 
effects were evaluated under intrinsic bioremediation conditions (low influent levels of 
electron donors, with H2 = 10 μM, and acetate = 8 μM), and under conditions that 
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correspond to a biostimulation scenario (high influent electron donor concentrations, with 
H2 = 600 μM, and acetate = 5000 μM).  All scenarios were run for model simulation 
times of 672 hours (28 days).  In general, quasi-steady-state conditions were achieved 
within this timeframe.  
 
Table 4.2.  Conditions used in Matlab modeling of experimental conditions. 
Experiment Scenario 
Experimental
Conditions
Initial Pore 
Water
Velocity, vx,
(m/h)
Electron
donor
Populations
Present
1 Abiotic 1a: 0.0234;  
1b: 0.234 
None None 
2 Dsm. Pure 
Culture, 
Intrinsic 
2a: 0.0234;  
2b: 0.234 
8 ?M Acetate Dsm. 
michiganensis 
3 Dhc. Pure 
Culture, 
Intrinsic 
3a: 0.0234;  
3b: 0.234 
10 ?M H2 Dhc. mccartyi 
195 
4 Dsm. Pure 
Culture, 
Stimulated 
4a: 0.0234;  
4b: 0.234  
5 mM Acetate Dsm. 
michiganensis 
5 Dhc. Pure 
Culture, 
Stimulated 
5a: 0.0234;  
5b: 0.234  
600 ?M H2 Dhc. mccartyi 
195 
6 Scenario 1, 
Intrinsic 
6a: 0.0234;  
6b: 0.234  
8 ?M Acetate 
10 ?M H2 
Dsm. 
michiganensis, 
Dhc. mccartyi 
195 
7 Scenario 1, 
Stimulated 
7a: 0.0234;  
7b:  0.234  
5 mM Acetate 
600 ?M H2 
Dsm. 
michiganensis, 
Dhc. mccartyi 
195 
8 Scenario 2, 
Intrinsic 
8a: 0.0234;  
8b: 0.234  
10 ?M H2 Methanogen  
Dhc. mccartyi 
195 
9 Scenario 2, 
Stimulated 
9a: 0.0234;  
9b: 0.234  
600 ?M H2 Methanogen  
Dhc. mccartyi 
195 
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Table 4.3.  Biokinetic parameter values for microbial populations used in Matlab 
simulations. 
Constant Dhc. mccartyi 195 Dsm. michiganensis 
qmax (μmol/mg VSS/h) 
 PCE 
 TCE 
 DCE 
 VC 
 H2 
 Acetate 
 
 6.8 
 7.9 
 13.2 
 0.9 
 12.8 
 
 12.6 
 17.0 
  
 
 
 4.66 
KS,donor (μM)  0.03  5.8 
KS,chloroethene (μM) 
 PCE 
 TCE 
 DCE 
 VC 
 
 21.5 
 29.0 
 33.6 
 637 
 
 9.31 
 2.83 
Y (mg VSS/μmol donor)  0.0047  0.0033  
kd (h-1)  0.004  0.0054 
H2 threshold (μM)  0.00187  
 
4.2 Experimental Materials and Methods 
Micromodel Design and Construction: The micromodel (Figure 4.2) includes a 5 cm x 
5 cm homogeneous network of cylindrical posts 300 ?m in diameter, with 173 ?m pore 
space, 35 ?m pore throat, and 35 ?m depth.  The pore network is connected to two inlet 
channels (A, B) and one outlet channel (C). One side of the pore network is connected to 
an open channel 5 cm in length and 1 mm in width, with an inlet (D) and an outlet (E).  
The micromodel was fabricated using photolithography and plasma drying etching 
methods, as described in previous studies (e.g., (Chomsurin and Werth 2003; Willingham 
et al. 2010; Willingham et al. 2008)).  Briefly, the design pattern prepared in AutoCAD 
was first printed to a soda lime photomask using a direct-write lithography system 
(Intelligent Micro Patterning Inc., St Petersburg, FL).  Next, a prime-grade silicon wafer 
100 mm in diameter, 500 mm in thickness (Virginia Semiconductor Inc., Fredericksburg, 
VA) coated with a thin photoresist (PR) layer was placed under the photomask and 
exposed to UV light for 20 s.  The area of PR exposed to UV was weakened and removed 
by a developer solution.  Then, the exposed area of the silicon wafer was dry etched to 
the desired depth by the ICP-DRIE (Inductively Coupled Plasma Deep Reactive Ion 
Etching) method. The remaining PR was removed using a PR stripping solution, and all 
inlets and outlets were drilled through the wafer using a 1.25 mm diameter diamond 
plated drill.  The finished wafer was thoroughly cleaned using acetone, isopropanol, a 
piranha solution (H2SO4: 30% H2O2 in 3:1 ratio) and deionized (DI) water before 
anodically bonding to a Pyrex glass wafer (100 mm diameter, 500 mm thickness).  
Finally, nanoport connectors (IDEX, Oak Harbor, WA) were attached to all inlet and 
outlet ports using epoxy adhesive through a thermal bonding procedure. 
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Longitudinal Dispersivity and Porosity:  The longitudinal dispersivity, ?L, and porosity 
of the micromodel porous medium were estimated following the approach of Willingham 
et al. (2010).  Specifically, ?L was set equal to the porous medium grain diameter = 300 
?m.  This assumption is consistent with the work of Rumer (1962) who reported that the 
value of ?L should be of the same order of magnitude as the mean grain size.  The 
porosity was calculated directly from the geometry of the micromodel porous medium 
design, n = 0.39.  
 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
Parameter Estimation and Abiotic Dissolution Rate:  Transverse hydrodynamic 
dispersion coefficient (Dy) values were estimated using a non-reactive tracer and 
fluorescent microscopy, as described above.  At each flow rate, a Dy value was fit to 
fluorescence data measured across a cross section of the flow cell.  An example of the 
fluorescence data obtained during a tracer study is shown in Figure 4.3, along with the 
best fit of the analytical solution to these data.  The Dy values obtained at each flow rate 
are summarized in Table 4.4.  Using Eq. (4.5) and the parameter values reported above, a 
least-squares regression was used to fit a value of ?t = 8.09 μm to the dispersion 
coefficient data as a function of vt.  The magnitude of ?t indicates that transverse 
mechanical dispersion is a weak process in the flow-cell experimental system compared 
to longitudinal dispersion (?L = 300 ?m).  Based on the estimated dispersivity values and 
the dimensionless number definitions in Table 4.1, the longitudinal Peclet number, Pel, is 
initially 1.6x102 and 1.7x102, under the low and high velocity conditions, respectively, 
and the transverse Peclet number, Pet is initially 1.9x103 and 5.1x103, under the low and 
high velocity, respectively.  Following the approach of Johnson et al. (2013), with the 
assumption of local equilibrium at the DNAPL/aqueous interface, these values indicate 
that hydrodynamic dispersion, in particular, transverse dispersion is the rate-limiting 
mass-transfer process in the system.   
 
As discussed by Seagren et al. (1994, 1999), for an idealized NAPL pool, the dispersive 
mass flux, J [MsL-2T-1], across a unit area of the NAPL/aqueous phase interface (y=0) 
can be described using a relationship analogous to Fick's first law, as long as the 
advective mass flux is only parallel to the NAPL interface (Freeze and Cherry 1979): 
 
  J ? ?nDy ?Ai?y
??
????
??
????y?0
 (4.6) 
 
When the interphase mass-transfer rate described by Eq. (4.6) is much faster than 
advective-dispersive and reactive solute sinks in the domain near the interface, local 
thermodynamic equilibrium can exist at the interface, as is assumed in this work.  
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Figure 4.3. Representative fluorescent tracer study data used to fit Dy.
Table 4.4.  Transverse hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient (Dy) values estimated from 
tracer studies conducted at different velocity (vx) values. 
Flow rate 
(μL/hr)
vx (cm/hr) Dy (cm2/hr) 
  Replicate 1 Replicate 2 Replicate 3 Average 
1000 146.5 0.125 0.135 0.138 0.133
640 93.8 0.0816 0.0788 0.0700 0.0768
160 23.4 0.0217 0.0207 0.0176 0.0200
80 11.7 0.0103 0.0110 0.0109 0.0107
 
 
Assuming equilibrium exists at the interface, the dissolution mass flux away from the 
interface can be enhanced by increasing Dy and /or the concentration gradient in Eq. 
(4.6).   Increasing the groundwater flow rate can increase Dy because it is a function of vx 
(Eq. 4.5), and the concentration gradient because of the increased advective solute sink 
term, i.e., Ai is lowered by the flushing out of dissolved solute.  For example, under the 
conditions used in these simulations, the model predicts an abiotic PCE dissolution rate 
of 3.7x10-4 ?mol/hr under the low velocity conditions (Experiment 1a), which increases 
to 2.3x10-3 ?mol/hr at the high velocity (Experiment 1b).  These values were confirmed 
to be consistent with the abiotic dissolution model of Seagren et al. (1994). 
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Single bacterial population simulations. Biodegradation can also increase the 
concentration gradient in Eq. (4.6) by being a reaction sink that decreases Ai. The 
bioenhancement of the dissolution flux in Eq. 4.6 can be quantified as the 
bioenhancement factor, E, which is defined here as the ratio of the DNAPL source 
dissolution mass rate with biodegradation, Rbiotic, to the dissolution rate without 
biodegradation, Rabiotic (Seagren et al., 1994; Becker and Seagren, 2009):  
  E =  R biotic
R abiotic
 (4.7)   
 
To examine this bioenhancement effect, as well as any resulting plume detoxification, 
Dhc. mccartyi 195 and Dsm. michiganensis were each first simulated in pure culture 
before being simulated in competition.  Several key observations related to dissolution 
bioenhancement and PCE detoxification can be made by comparing the results of these 
pure culture simulations with the abiotic dissolution simulation results.  Under intrinsic 
(low) electron donor levels, with Dsm. michiganensis alone (Experiments 2a and 2b), or 
Dhc. mccartyi 195 alone (Experiments 3a and 3b), there was little biotransformation of 
the PCE, and accordingly, the biotic dissolution flux was similar to that under abiotic 
conditions at the low and high velocities, with E ? 1.0 (data not shown).  This is 
consistent with the magnitude of the biodegradation rate compared to the advection rate, 
as reflected by Da2, and the magnitude of the biodegradation rate compared to the 
dispersion rate, as reflected by Damköhler No. 6, Da6 (Table 4.1).  Specifically, Da2 was 
on the order of 10-3 and 10-4 under the low and high velocity conditions, respectively, for 
Dhc. mccartyi 195 and Dsm. michiganensis, assuming an Aeq,i equal to the PCE solubility 
and the initial biomass conditions. Similarly, using the same assumptions, 100 ? Da6 < 
101 for Dhc. mccartyi 195 and Dsm. michiganensis, with dispersion the overall rate 
limiting process under the low velocity conditions, but both biodegradation and 
dispersion rate limiting under the high velocity conditions.  Accordingly, biodegradation 
was the overall rate-limiting process for both populations, or at least similar to or as rate 
limiting as mass transfer via dispersion, and biodegradation was expected to have little or 
no effect on the dissolution rate.  Consistent with this conclusion, although biomass 
levels did increase over time for Dhc. mccartyi 195 and Dsm. michiganensis under the 
low and high velocity conditions, the impact on the mass rate of electron donor and 
acceptor exiting the domain was negligible.  Becker and Seagren (2009) saw similar 
results in their simulations with pure cultures of Dhc. mccartyi 195 and Dsm. 
michiganensis in a one-dimensional domain with PCE blobs, under intrinsic electron 
donor levels, and low and high velocities. 
 
The mass rate of ethenes exiting the domain for Experiment 5a with Dhc. mccartyi 195 
under engineered (stimulated) conditions at the low vx  are presented in Figure 4.4.  
Initially, as in the intrinsic case, there is no bioenhancement.  However, in this case, there 
is a relatively rapid increase in total ethenes leaving the system between 100 and 150 hrs, 
as the biomass increased (Figure 4.5a) as a result of the higher electron donor 
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concentrations.  The total ethenes efflux rate subsequently plateaus.  Although the total 
ethenes efflux rate is fairly constant, there is a steadily increasing rate of ethene leaving 
the system.  The latter is important because ethene is a non-toxic product of PCE 
dechlorination and a desirable bioremediation end-product.  In addition, at the end of the 
672 hr (28 d) simulation, the approximately 4.50 x10-4 μmol/hr total ethenes mass rate 
represents a small enhancement (E ? 1.2X) of the total dissolution rate observed under 
abiotic conditions.  Consistent with these results, analysis of the dimensionless 
parameters indicates that conditions were suitable for bioenhancement because 
biodegradation was limited by advection (i.e., electron donor supply), as indicated by 
Da2>>1, and transverse dispersion (i.e., electron acceptor supply), as per Da6>>1,based 
on the highest biomass levels achieved in the domain and assuming an Aeq,i equal to the 
PCE solubility.  
 
The total ethene mass rate and distribution at the end of the model simulation for Dhc. 
mccartyi 195 under engineered bioremediation and low vx conditions (Experiment 5a) are 
compared in Figure 4.6 to the low vx results for Dhc. mccartyi 195 under intrinsic 
conditions (Experiment 3a), and abiotic conditions (Experiment 1a).  Clearly, 
biostimulation resulting from high concentrations of electron donor (600 μM H2) 
increased dechlorination of PCE by Dhc. mccartyi 195 and enhanced dissolution 
compared to under intrinsic conditions as indicated by an increase in the total ethene 
mass rate.  In addition, the excess electron donor resulted in dechlorination of PCE to 
lesser chlorinated ethenes (including vinyl chloride and ethene). 
 
The simulation results for the mass rate of ethenes exiting the domain for Experiment 4a 
with Dsm. michiganensis under engineered, low vx conditions are presented in Figure 4.7.  
Two key observations can be made by comparing Figures 4.4 and 4.7.  First, in the 
presence of Dsm. michiganensis alone, dichloroethene was the dominant dechlorination 
product.  Second, bioenhancement of dissolution under biostimulation conditions was 
nine times higher in the presence of Dsm. michiganensis compared with Dhc. mccartyi 
195 (E ? 9.9), based on the total ethenes efflux rate.  Two factors most likely contributed 
to the greater bioenhancement in the presence of Dsm. michiganensis.  First, Dsm. 
michiganensis has faster PCE utilization kinetics compared with Dhc. mccartyi 195 
(Table 4.3).  Rapid depletion of PCE in the aqueous phase creates a strong driving force 
for dissolution from the DNAPL phase (Eq. (4.6)).  Second, unlike the Dhc. mccartyi 195 
biomass, which arched away from the PCE plume with increasing distance from the inlet,  
Dsm. michiganensis growth was concentrated along the DNAPL water interface where it 
could directly impact PCE dissolution (Fig. 4.5b).  A previous study showed that 
dechlorinating populations grow toward the limiting substrate (Chu et al. 2003).  Thus, 
the rapid depletion of aqueous-phase PCE and growth of Dsm. michiganensis along the 
interface clearly show that Dsm. michiganensis was limited by the availability of PCE in 
the current study.  The pattern of Dhc. mccartyi 195 growth away from the PCE- or 
DNAPL-water interface suggests that it was limited by H2. 
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donor supply), as indicated by Da2>>1, and transverse dispersion (i.e., electron acceptor 
supply), as per Da6>>1,based on the highest biomass levels achieved in the domain and 
assuming an Aeq,i equal to the PCE solubility.    
 
Although the increase in the dissolution bioenhancement with the co-culture under 
biostimulation and low  vx conditions was relatively modest, the distribution and relative 
mass rates of the chlorinated ethenes exiting the domain shows that having multiple 
dehalorespirers that utilize different electron donors can greatly enhance the extent of 
PCE transformation that is achieved in situ, as previously suggested by Becker (2006) 
and Becker and Seagren (2009).  For example, with Dhc. mccartyi 195 alone (Figure 
4.4), the dominant chlorinated ethenes exiting the domain at steady state are PCE 
followed by VC, whereas with Dsm. michiganensis alone (Figure 4.7), the dominant 
chlorinated ethene is DCE (essentially 100%).  In comparison, in co-culture (Figure 4.9) 
the dominant intermediates exiting the domain at the end of the model run were DCE 
followed by VC, indicating a greater extent of PCE transformation compared to either 
population alone.  These observations can be explained as follows.  Growing alone, Dhc. 
mccartyi had to invest 3 mol H2/mol PCE to synthesize VC.  Because it was limited by 
H2 availability, as discussed above, this meant that the aqueous PCE concentration 
remained relatively high and limited VC and ethene production.  In contrast, when grown 
in the co-culture, Dsm. michiganensis reductively dechlorinated PCE to DCE using 
electron equivalents derived from acetate.  Therefore, Dhc. mccartyi 195 invested 
electron equivalents derived from H2 in dechlorination of the lesser chlorinated ethenes 
and greater net transformation of PCE to VC was observed.      
 
As seen with the pure culture simulations under biostimulation and low vx conditions, the 
two species in co-culture both grow near the DNAPL, but the proximity of the highest 
concentration of biomass to the DNAPL pool is key to the enhancement observed (Figure 
4.5).  Compared to the pure culture simulation (Figure 4.5b), the location of the Dsm. 
michiganensis biomass was not significantly influenced by the presence of Dhc. mccartyi 
195 (Figure 5d), but the converse was not true.  Compared to its pure culture behavior 
(Figure 4.5a), Dhc. mccartyi 195 grew further away from the DNAPL source when 
grown in co-culture (Figure 4.5c), suggesting that in this scenario, it was relying on the 
DCE produced by Dsm. michiganensis, not the PCE from the DNAPL source, for growth.  
Becker and Seagren (2009) observed some similar spatial differences in their three-cells-
in-series with NAPL blobs model used in that work.  In that model, Dhc. mccartyi 195 
eventually outcompeted Dsm. michiganensis for chlorinated ethenes in the first cell, with 
its activity controlled by the H2 input into the domain, whereas Dsm. michiganensis 
dominated in the second cell, growing on the acetate.  The key difference with the current 
work is that in Becker and Seagren's (2009) model, the DNAPL blobs were originally 
distributed throughout the domain, allowing growth of both populations throughout the 
domain.  In comparison, in the current work, the DNAPL source is only present on one 
side of the domain.  Although both populations were initially uniformly distributed, the 
ability of Dsm. michiganensis to use acetate as an electron donor in regions where H2 
levels were depleted, coupled with its faster kinetics, resulted in it being the population 
that grew nearest the DNAPL source and primarily responsible for bioenhancement of 
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DNAPL dissolution.  The improved spatial modeling of the competing populations may 
also explain why the levels of bioenhancement predicted in this work are closer than 
those of Becker and Seagren (2009) to the levels previously observed in laboratory 
column and tank studies at relatively slow average pore water velocities with mixed 
microbial cultures (E ? 2 to 13) (Da Silva et al. 2006; Glover et al. 2007; Sleep et al. 
2006; Yang and McCarty 2000; Yang and McCarty 2002).     
 
The co-culture simulations also highlight the impact of hydrodynamic conditions on the 
outcome of the population interactions.  Most importantly, vx has a major impact on the 
relative abundance of each population , as illustrated in Figures 4.10 and 4.11, and in turn 
dissolution bioenhancement and plume detoxification.  Under the low vx (Experiment 7a) 
conditions, Dsm. michiganensis is initially dominant given its kinetic competitive 
advantage as reflected in the qmax/K ratio (Healey 1980), with qmax/KPCE = 1.4 and 
qmax/KTCE = 6.0, compared to qmax/KPCE = 0.32 and qmax/KTCE = 0.27 for Dhc. mccartyi 
195 (Table 4.3).  As a result of this early growth, the bioenhancement factor, E is 
approximately 9.7 by 200 hours (similar to that achieved with Dsm. michiganensis 
alone), and Dsm. michiganensis has nearly twice as much total biomass at 672 hours (28 
days) compared with Dhc. mccartyi 195 (Figure 4.10).  Nevertheless, although the Dhc. 
mccartyi 195 biomass is relatively small, it still has an impact on detoxification and 
bioenhancement.  As the Dhc. mccartyi 195 biomass starts to grow initially, the impact 
on detoxification is clear, as discussed above: whereas with Dsm. michiganensis alone the 
only chlorinated ethane exiting the domain was DCE, in co-culture (Figure 4.9) the 
dominant intermediates exiting the domain at the end of the model run were DCE 
(roughly 69% of the total mass flow of ethenes) followed by VC (roughly 30% of the 
mass flow).  Subsequently, the Dhc. mccartyi 195 biomass continues to increase due to 
its relatively high yield coefficient (Table 4.3), and the steady production of DCE by 
Dsm. michiganensis.  As a result there is an increase in the bioenhancement factor, E, to 
10.8, with slowly declining levels of VC, and slowly increasing levels of ethane, which 
reached 1.3% of the total ethenes mass flow rate by the end of the simulation. 
 
In comparison, under the high vx conditions (Experiment  7b), the general patterns are 
similar to the low vx case (Figure 4.12), but there is a switch in the dominant population.  
While Dsm. michiganensis is again initially dominant, Dhc. mccartyi 195 becomes the 
dominant population over time, with the Dhc. mccartyi 195 biomass approaching almost 
twice the Dsm. michiganensis biomass by the end of the simulation (Figure 4.11).  
Initially Dhc. mccartyi 195 appears to be growing on the DCE produced by Dsm. 
michiganensis, but as the biomass increases, Dhc. mccartyi 195 is growing on PCE and 
TCE as well, at the expense of Dsm. michiganensis.  The latter is facilitated by the 
migration of the Dhc. mccartyi 195 biomass toward the pool with the increased velocity 
and reduced extent of the plume into the domain (Figure 4.8).  The shift in dominance to 
Dhc. mccartyi 195 results not only in an increase in the bioenhancement effect, but a shift 
in the chlorinated ethenes exiting the domain compared to the low vx case, with an 
increase in the fraction of the total ethenes mass flow in the form of VC and ethene.   
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Appendix A:  Numerical Code 
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Appendix C:  Code Modification FAQs 
1. How do I change the number of CPUs the simulation will use? 
In line 6 of simulation_master.m set the number after “matlabpool” equal to the 
number of CPUs to be used (max 8 by Matlab, otherwise max is the number of 
CPUs in the given machine).   
2. How do I add another chemical species to be tracked? 
First, the new chemical needs to be entered into the ScenarioInputs.xlsx 
spreadsheet.  It will need to have both an inlet concentration (middle column, top 
half) and a chemical diffusivity (middle column, bottom half).  For the first new 
chemical added, the other values do not need to be moved.  However, any moving 
of other values will need to be taken care of in the Matlab code files.   
Next, some changes will need to be made to initializesimulation.m.   
? Line 6: Change the value of Nchem to reflect the new number of chemical 
species. 
? Line 29: Ensure that PCE remains third in the order of calculations in all 
calculations, or change the input to whichever location PCE will be.   
? Lines 31-45: Add a line for each new chemical species influent 
concentration and chemical diffusivity.  Also, verify that the data being 
read from the other lines is lining up with the correct locations if any 
inputs on the spreadsheet were moved.  For reference, the matrix data has 
its top-left element at location B2 in the spreadsheet.   
? Lines 100-106: Create the initialization vector following the pattern 
already established.   
? Lines 210-216: Initialize the value of the concentration vector following 
the pattern already established.   
? Lines 257-343: Initialize and calculate Dx and Dy vectors following the 
pattern already established. 
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? Lines 347-371: Initialize efflux tracking vectors and matrices following 
the pattern already established.   
There are also some changes that must be made to simulation_master.m. 
? Line 11: Change Nchem to the correct number of chemical species. 
? Lines 42-63: Add a line to each block for the new chemical following the 
established pattern. Also add the new chemical to efflux1 and efflux2 
? Lines 93-100: Add a line for the new chemical species following the 
pattern already established. 
? Lines 110-137: Add a line for the new chemical species in each block 
following the pattern already established.  Maintain consistent order 
throughout. 
? Lines 218-225, 372-379: Add a line for the new chemical species 
following the pattern already established. 
? Lines 383-399: Add a line for the new chemical species in each block 
following the pattern already established.   
? Lines 418-424: Add a line for the new chemical species following the 
pattern already established.   
? Lines 490-562: Add a line for the new chemical species in each block 
following the pattern already established.   
? Lines 584-605: Add a line for the new chemical species in each block 
following the pattern already established. 
3. How do I add a new microbial species? 
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It is a complicated process, so begin with seeing if the new microbial species can 
instead be simulated by simply changing the microbial kinetics of the species 
already simulated.   
4. How do I identify numerical instability, and what can be done? 
5. How do I start a simulation mid-run from a saved file? 
? First, find the .mat in the Workspace folder under Results.   
? Next, copy the .mat file into the Model_Inputs folder. 
? Rename the file to Initialization.mat. 
? Run simulation_master in the Matlab command window.  It will 
automatically resume from the saved location.   
? Note: The results will be saved in a new folder, so keep good 
documentation to combine separate pieces of the same simulation 
together.   
 
